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Removing your
brand barriers
to growth:
Brand Language
Checklist
Your business is ready to grow. But, you are
concerned that your brand isn’t ready. This list
focuses on brand language and will clarify what
you need to work on, or it will give you the conﬁdence to make that future you see a reality.
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Brand Language
Your language is more than messaging. Your language is the
foundation of your brand: your core values, your voice. It communicates who you are, what you do, how you do it, and, most importantly, why you do what you do. And consistent use of language
helps you build trust and connect with your audience. And it
should match your brand strategy. Are you able to articulate your
value? Does your audience know it? Does your voice match your
brand’s purpose? Here are some questions that will help you
determine whether you have a solid foundation in language.
ASK YOURSELF

Do all your stakeholders describe the business in the same
way? If everyone is not communicating your brand’s purpose
accurately, your audience doesn’t know what you do. By muddying
the waters, you lose trust.
Does your brand align with your values? First, have you articulated your values? If so, can people tell who you are without interacting with you? Do you share them publicly? This is the foundation of
your diﬀerentiation.
Does your brand voice clearly convey your impact? Does it
capture your personality? Can you articulate it with conﬁdence?
This is hard to get right. Your audience wants to connect with you,
and if your brand voice is on point, you will strengthen their loyalty.
Do you have a set of guidelines that you can share with anyone
writing for or speaking on behalf of your company? Your job is
hard enough. You shouldn’t spend a lot of time teaching team
members how to communicate for the brand. Clear and simple
brand guidelines is an empowering resource to own.
Is your website content an extension of your foundational
language, your brand voice? Are you including long paragraphs
that force readers to scroll and scroll? Do you have a set of headlines to quickly engage a reader and visually break up content?
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Nice job.
You covered a lot of ground. If you have boxes left
unchecked, you might have some questions. We can help.
Send us a note, and let’s chat.
hello@bullhorncreative.com

